Issues & Program List (April 10, 2017)
As required quarterly by the Federal Communications Commission (FCC), this Issues and Program
List will identify the programs aired over WETD 90.7 FM, State University of New York, Alfred, NY
14802 over the preceding quarter, In order to fulfill part 73.3527 of Title 47 Code of Federal
Regulations (CFR) regarding non- commercial, educational radio stations, WETD 90.7 FM is required
by the Federal Communication Commission (FCC) to submit a Quarterly List reflecting the “licensee’s
most significant programming treatment of community issues”. The Issues – Program List must be
filed in the Public Inspection File each quarter (On January 10th, April 10th, July 10th, and October
10th).
WETD 90.7 FM is owned by The State University of New York (SUNY). Alfred State College’s (ASC)
President, Dr. Irby (Skip) Sullivan, and the ASC President’s Counsel currently oversee the daily
operations of the radio station. WETD is funded and operated as an ASC Student Senate-funded
club.
WETD continues to determine conclusively what current issues are affecting our community, and
provide serious treatment for our listeners within the FCC defined guidelines for Issues and
Programming Lists. The WETD Board of Directors (BOD) work towards this by conducting various
campus and local community-wide surveys, and providing data samples of the most significant issues
affecting our listener’s lives. Our WETD leadership looks at each identified areas from these
continuing surveys, and provide need-specific and timely programming for our listeners.
The main programs on the Issues & Programming list are The Best of our Knowledge, 51%, A Way
With Words, The Steve Pomeranz Show, Legislative Gazette, and Making Contact.
1. The Best of Our Knowledge highlights breakthroughs across disciplines and across the globe,
putting listeners in touch with the men and women at the forefront of their fields. Since 1990,
each week this program examines some of the issues unique to college campuses, looks at
the latest research, and invites commentary from experts and administrators from all levels of
education. The Best of Our Knowledge is produced by WAMC/Northeast Public Radio's
National Productions in Albany, N.Y. Production support for The Best of Our Knowledge
comes from Queen's University in Kingston, Ontario, Canada.
2. 51% is a weekly half-hour of illuminating features and interviews focusing on issues of particular
concern to women. Host Susan Barnett talks to experts in their field for a wide-ranging,
entertaining discussion of traditional 'women's issues' and other global topics. The program is
produced by WAMC/Northeast Public Radio's National Productions, 318 Central Avenue,
Albany NY 12206 in cooperation with Russell Sage College,Troy, NY.

3. A Way with Words is a lively hour-long public radio show about language, on the air since 1998.
Author Martha Barnette and dictionary editor Grant Barrett take calls about slang, grammar,
old sayings, word origins, regional dialects, family expressions, and speaking and writing well.
It is produced by WayWords, Inc, P.O. Box 632721
-profit
S an D iego, C A
organization. For more info, visit http://www.waywordradio.org.
4. The Steve Pomeranz Show (formerly On the Money) is a weekly financial radio show currently
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airing on over 40 NPR affiliates and public radio stations across the country, featuring
nationally-acclaimed financial expert and host, Steve Pomeranz. The show educates and
protects listeners with money advice covering the entire financial spectrum- from money
rebates and rip-offs, to smart shopping, wise investing and retirement financial issues. Contact
us: web@stevepomeranz.com

5. Legislative Gazette: A 25-min weekly in-depth look at New York State politics and government
each week on The Legislative Gazette. Hosted by David Guistina, the program features
regular commentary by syndicated columnist and political scientist Dr. Alan Chartock. On each
program, the award-winning WAMC News Team (Albany) combines forces to bring you a
wrap-up of the week's political news, the goings on in and around the NYS legislature, and the
stories that will keep you well-informed and in the know. For information, visit
http://wamc.org/programs/legislative-gazette-wamc.
7.
6. Making Contact: Making Contact produced by the National Radio Project, is an award winning, 29
minute weekly magazine/documentary-style public affairs program heard on more than 130
radio stations in the USA, Canada, South Africa and Ireland. Making Contact is committed to
in-depth critical analysis that goes beyond the breaking news. Showcasing voices and
perspectives rarely heard in mainstream media, Making Contact focuses on the human
realities of politics and the connections between local and global events, emphasizing positive
and creative ways to solve problems. http://www.radioproject.org/
Please find attached the program times aired with each program’s detailed description, as well as the
WETD Listener Survey identifying the most significant issues facing our listeners. This ongoing
attempt not only allows WETD staff to locate and broadcast the best possible programming, but it
helps establish a baseline for meeting our listener’s identified needs.
Sincerely,
Russ Nunley
WETD 90.7 FM - Chief Operator & Advisor
Alfred State College, Alfred, NY 14802
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2015 WETD Listener Surveys – Listener-Identified Significant Issues

Overview: In order to identify the most significant issues facing our listeners, WETD conducts listener
surveys. Based on these results, WETD is committed to providing the best programming in meeting
these most significant identified issues of our communities.
The following is the 2015 Significant Issue Chart combined from WETD-conducted listener surveys at
the Hot Dog Day Festival, Alfred NY on April 25, 2015, involving respondents from across Western
New York and our local area, as well as the Wellsville Chamber of Commerce's Main Street Festival
July 18, 2015. Using these results, WETD staff identified that respondents were most concerned
about Drugs / Organized Crime issues in our communities. Health / Mental Health was second,
followed by Teens/ Children / Parenting issues , Education Reform, Environmental Issues, Personal
Finances , and then Politics.
In reviewing our current programming lists (included), WETD continues to be committed to providing
programming that meets these needs, as well as considering the other identified needs within our
community of license and our surrounding communities. Our Environmental Issue concerns are
handled through The Best of Our Knowledge. Relationships with others, Health Care Reform, and
issues with children / teens / parenting are addressed with 51%, while The Steve Pomeranz Show
encourages listener's personal & business financial education, especially for families with children &
teens. A Way With Words literacy program, in addition to The Best of our Knowledge, assist
listeners in understanding education reform programs. Political issues are addressed with the
Legislative Gazette. Making Contact is a social change program that addresses hard issues and
questions relating to drugs and organized crime, and health / mental health concerns.
On May 1st, 2013, WETD was honored to receive Alfred State College's coveted Civic Engagement
Award, out of 80+ Alfred State College's Student Senate recognized & very active clubs and
organizations, and one of 3 semi- finalists in 2014. WETD students continually strive to meet the
needs of our communities both on and off campus. This was the fifth Civic Engagement and / or
Community Service Award that WETD students have received in the past 10 years.
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THE BEST OF OUR KNOWLEDGE
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WAMC National Productions
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
Jan. 1, 2017 – March 31, 2017

Contact: Kristin Gilbert at kgilbert@wamc.org

DATE
1/1/2017

TIME
25:00

SHOW #
1364

1/15/2017

25:00

1372

TOPIC
It’s finally over! After two years of non-stop election coverage we can
finally take a little break from all the talk about politics and scandals
and…whatever. That makes this a perfect time to revisit a book about
politics in the classroom. We’ve been hearing about the decline of civics
education for years...and one issue keeps arising: is it possible to keep
politics out of civics? For that matter, is keeping politics out of the
classroom a good idea at all?
Let’s start the New Year off with a slogan: education needs
communication. Not my best work, but the point is learning to
communicate and listen is something many of us need help with.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear from the author of a
journal article of effective forms of communication.
So we’re going to start out close to home this week. New York Governor
Andrew Cuomo recently toured the state promoting his legislative plans
for the New Year. He spent a lot of that time talking about
education…and leaders around the state noticed.
Today on the Best of Our Knowledge, we’ll hear reaction to education
policy changes in the Empire State.
Then it’s off to the UK to hear how scientists are trying to repair defects in
DNA with gene splicing…and we’ll spend an Academic Minute learning
fertility from a fruit fly.

1/29/2017

25:00

1374

2/5/2017

25:00

1375

We all have a picture in our head about what the perfect learning
environment looks and sounds like. Secluded, comfortable, quiet. Yeah,
that’s pretty much all wrong. Today on the Best Of Our Knowledge, we’ll
talk to the author of the book How We Learn…and learn how most of us
get it all wrong.
We’ll also hear from a student in the northeast who is always being asked
“where are you from?”…and we’ll spend an Academic Minute mourning
the loss if the roadside motel.

2/26/2017

25:00

1378

The first time new Secretary of Education Betsy DeVos tried to visit a
school her first week on the job, she was blocked by protesters. It was an
unsettling debut for one of the most controversial cabinet appointments,
ever, from nomination to confirmation. Today on the Best of Our
Knowledge, we’ll hear from Secretary DeVos, as she addressed members
of the department of Education her first day on the job.
We’ll also hear how companies who specialize in big data are making
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money off your medical records…and spend an Academic Minute getting
thirsty at bedtime.
3/5/2017

25:00

1379

When we talk about learning a second language in school we’re usually
talking about Spanish or French or Mandarin. But one of the most
important languages a student can learn today is computer code, and it
seems not many girls are signing up. Today on the Best of Our
Knowledge, we’ll hear from the founder of the group Girls Who Code.
We’ll also talk to Henry Winkler about his diagnosis of dyslexia and the
books he writes for kids growing up with the same issues…and spend an
Academic Minute with political satire in a post truth world.

3/12/2017

25:00

1380

A new government survey of parents suggests that 1 in 45 children, ages 3
through 17, have been diagnosed with autism spectrum disorder. This is
notably higher than the official government estimate of 1 in 68 American
children with autism, by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention.
And even though there has been seemingly endless debate about what
causes autism, for a parent whose child has the condition, all they care
about is helping that child live a full, happy life.
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51%
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1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
Jan 1, 2017 – March 31, 2016
Contact: Kristin Gilbert at kgilbert@wamc.org
DATE

1/4/2017

TIME

25:00

SHOW #

1/11/2017

25:00

1433

1/18/2017

25:00

1434

1/25/2017

25:00

1435

2/1/2017

25:00

1436

2/2/2017

25:00

1436

2/3/2017

25:00

1436

2/8/2017

25:00

1437

2/9/2017

25:00

1437
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1426

TOPICS
On this week’s 51%, an author talks about her book, Girls & Sex. A teen
reflects upon her mother’s breast cancer diagnosis, and we visit a roller
derby team in New York. I’m Allison Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we’ll hear about what millennial women think about
feminism. Then we tune into a tribute to Maya Angelou and bring you a
story about fertility treatments and the VA. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with a woman leading a veterans group to
the Women’s March on Washington, learn about transgender people’s
concerns in a new administration and hear from a woman in the civil
rights movement alongside Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr. I’m Allison Dunne
and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with the writer/director of a film called Girl
Flu about menstruation and womanhood. And we bring you two
commentaries on origin, race and assumptions. I’m Allison Dunne and this
is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we learn about using photos and storytelling to help
sexual assault survivors. We hear from a social worker by day, singer by
night. And we hear from a singer/songwriter who’s on tour with her
seventh album.
On this week’s 51%, we learn about using photos and storytelling to help
sexual assault survivors. We hear from a social worker by day, singer by
night. And we hear from a singer/songwriter who’s on tour with her
seventh album.
On this week’s 51%, we learn about using photos and storytelling to help
sexual assault survivors. We hear from a social worker by day, singer by
night. And we hear from a singer/songwriter who’s on tour with her
seventh album.
On this week’s 51%, we tune in to some of the sounds from a few of the
many women’s marches the day after the presidential inauguration. We
learn about a network for women entrepreneurs 40 years and older and
hear about an Afghan woman’s take on beauty. I’m Allison Dunne and this
is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we tune in to some of the sounds from a few of the
many women’s marches the day after the presidential inauguration. We
learn about a network for women entrepreneurs 40 years and older and
hear about an Afghan woman’s take on beauty. I’m Allison Dunne and this
is 51%.
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2/10/2017

25:00

1437

2/15/17

25:00

1438

2/21/2017

25:00

1439

2/22/2017

25:00

1439

2/23/2017

25:00

1439

3/3/2017

25:00

1440

3/4/2017

25:00

1441

3/8/2017

25:00

1441

3/9/2017

25:00

1441

3/10/2017

25:00

1441

3/4/2017

25:00

1441

3/22/2017
3/27/2017
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25:00
25:00

1443
1444

On this week’s 51%, we tune in to some of the sounds from a few of the
many women’s marches the day after the presidential inauguration. We
learn about a network for women entrepreneurs 40 years and older and
hear about an Afghan woman’s take on beauty. I’m Allison Dunne and this
is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we’ll hear why pink-collar jobs have trouble
attracting men; find out about baby cafes, and bring you a listener essay.
I’m Allison Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we meet the author of “New Mom Comics.” We learn
about new legislation for paid family leave and hear about one of the
women featured in the Oscar-nominated film “Hidden Figures.” I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we meet the author of “New Mom Comics.” We learn
about new legislation for paid family leave and hear about one of the
women featured in the Oscar-nominated film “Hidden Figures.” I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we meet the author of “New Mom Comics.” We learn
about new legislation for paid family leave and hear about one of the
women featured in the Oscar-nominated film “Hidden Figures.” I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, a study shows that college women could use more
physical activity, and we remember an award-winning author who wrote
about immigrant life. I’m Allison Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, a writer from the Midwest pens a memoir of hunger
and disordered eating with a message about ageism. And we learn about
women in the earlier days of Greenpeace. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, a writer from the Midwest pens a memoir of hunger
and disordered eating with a message about ageism. And we learn about
women in the earlier days of Greenpeace. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, a writer from the Midwest pens a memoir of hunger
and disordered eating with a message about ageism. And we learn about
women in the earlier days of Greenpeace. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, a writer from the Midwest pens a memoir of hunger
and disordered eating with a message about ageism. And we learn about
women in the earlier days of Greenpeace. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, a writer from the Midwest pens a memoir of hunger
and disordered eating with a message about ageism. And we learn about
women in the earlier days of Greenpeace. I’m Allison Dunne and this is
51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with the founder of a daily text service to
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3/28/2017

25:00

1444

3/29/2017

25:00

1444

3/30/2017

25:00

1444
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promote progressive policies. We’ll hear about a Marine Corps photo
scandal and how sexual assault survivors heal in harmony. I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with the founder of a daily text service to
promote progressive policies. We’ll hear about a Marine Corps photo
scandal and how sexual assault survivors heal in harmony. I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with the founder of a daily text service to
promote progressive policies. We’ll hear about a Marine Corps photo
scandal and how sexual assault survivors heal in harmony. I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.
On this week’s 51%, we speak with the founder of a daily text service to
promote progressive policies. We’ll hear about a Marine Corps photo
scandal and how sexual assault survivors heal in harmony. I’m Allison
Dunne and this is 51%.

A Way With Words
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PRX Productions
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
Jan. 1, 2017– March 31, 2017

Page 9

Contact: Melissa LaCasse at lacasse.melissa@gmail.com

DATE

TIME

SHOW #

1/1/2017

53:00

1462

1/3/2017

53:00

1462

1/15/2017

53:00

1444

1/17/2017

53:00

1444

TOPIC
Wrapping up 2016 with words from the past year and some
newsy limericks. Bigly and Brexit were on lots of lips this
year, as well as an increasingly popular Danish word that
means "cozy." Also, Quiz Guy John Chaneski sums up the
year in newsy limericks about movies, science, and the
Nobel Prize. Finally, an old term takes on new currency: To
"gaslight" someone means to make them doubt their own
perceptions. This term for malevolent manipulation was by
inspired 1944 film about a psychologically abusive husband.
Also, Flee Fly Flo, Latinx, woke, alte kacker, boodler, and
to be honest with you.
Wrapping up 2016 with words from the past year and some
newsy limericks. Bigly and Brexit were on lots of lips this
year, as well as an increasingly popular Danish word that
means "cozy." Also, Quiz Guy John Chaneski sums up the
year in newsy limericks about movies, science, and the
Nobel Prize. Finally, an old term takes on new currency: To
"gaslight" someone means to make them doubt their own
perceptions. This term for malevolent manipulation was by
inspired 1944 film about a psychologically abusive husband.
Also, Flee Fly Flo, Latinx, woke, alte kacker, boodler, and
to be honest with you.
This week on "A Way with Words": The language of
political speech. Politicians have to repeat themselves so
often that they naturally develop a repertoire of stock
phrases to fall back on. But is there any special meaning to
subtler locutions, such as beginning a sentence with the
words "Now, look…"? Also, a peculiar twist in Southern
speech may leave outsiders scratching their heads: In parts
of the South "I wouldn't care to" actually means "I would
indeed like to." Finally, how the word "nerd" went from a
dismissive term to a badge of honor. Also, dog in the
manger, crumb crushers, hairy panic, pink slips, make a
branch, and horning hour.
This week on "A Way with Words": The language of
political speech. Politicians have to repeat themselves so
often that they naturally develop a repertoire of stock
phrases to fall back on. But is there any special meaning to
subtler locutions, such as beginning a sentence with the
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1/29/2017

53:00

1445

1/31/2017

53:00

1445

2/5/2017

53:00

1463

2/7/2017

53:00

1463

words "Now, look…"? Also, a peculiar twist in Southern
speech may leave outsiders scratching their heads: In parts
of the South "I wouldn't care to" actually means "I would
indeed like to." Finally, how the word "nerd" went from a
dismissive term to a badge of honor. Also, dog in the
manger, crumb crushers, hairy panic, pink slips, make a
branch, and horning hour.
You may have heard the advice that to build your
vocabulary you should read, read, and then read some more-and make sure to include a wide variety of publications.
But what if you just don't have that kind of time? Martha
and Grant show how to learn new words by making the
most of the time you do have. Also, when new words are
added to a dictionary, do others get removed to make room?
Plus, words of encouragement, words of exasperation, and a
polite Japanese way to say goodbye when a co-worker
leaves at the end of the day. Also, you bet your boots, the
worm has turned, raise hell and put a chunk under it, bread
and butter, on tomorrow, a love letter to libraries and an
apology to marmots.
You may have heard the advice that to build your
vocabulary you should read, read, and then read some more-and make sure to include a wide variety of publications.
But what if you just don't have that kind of time? Martha
and Grant show how to learn new words by making the
most of the time you do have. Also, when new words are
added to a dictionary, do others get removed to make room?
Plus, words of encouragement, words of exasperation, and a
polite Japanese way to say goodbye when a co-worker
leaves at the end of the day. Also, you bet your boots, the
worm has turned, raise hell and put a chunk under it, bread
and butter, on tomorrow, a love letter to libraries and an
apology to marmots.
This week on "A Way with Words": Grant and Martha
discuss the L-word--or two L-words, actually: liberal and
libertarian. They reflect different political philosophies, so
why do they look so similar? Also, is the term expat racist?
A journalist argues that the word expat carries a value
judgment, suggesting that Westerners who move to another
country are admirable and adventurous, while the term
immigrant implies that someone moved out of necessity or
may even be a burden to their adopted country. Finally,
what do guys call a baby shower thrown for the father-tobe? A dad-chelor party? Plus, glottalization, film at 11, grab
a root and growl, and Pig Latin.
This week on "A Way with Words": Grant and Martha
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2/20/2017

54:00

1465

2/26/2017

53:00

1466

2/28/2017

53:00

1466

3/5/2017

53:00

1446

discuss the L-word--or two L-words, actually: liberal and
libertarian. They reflect different political philosophies, so
why do they look so similar? Also, is the term expat racist?
A journalist argues that the word expat carries a value
judgment, suggesting that Westerners who move to another
country are admirable and adventurous, while the term
immigrant implies that someone moved out of necessity or
may even be a burden to their adopted country. Finally,
what do guys call a baby shower thrown for the father-tobe? A dad-chelor party? Plus, glottalization, film at 11, grab
a root and growl, and Pig Latin.
A wingnut is a handy, stabilizing piece of hardware. So why
is it a pejorative term for those of a certain political
persuasion? Also, is there something wrong with the phrase
"committed suicide"? Some say that the word "commit" is a
painful reminder that, legally, suicide was once considered a
criminal act. They've proposed a different term. Finally, a
word game inspired by that alliteratively athletic season,
March Madness. Plus, rabble rouser vs. rebel rouser, BOLO,
feeling punk, free reign, sneaky pete, and a cheesy pun
Choosing language that helps resolve interpersonal conflict.
Sometimes a question is really just a veiled form of
criticism. Understanding the difference between "ask
culture" and "guess culture" can help you know how to
respond. And what words should you use with a co-worker
who's continually apologizing for being late--but never
changes her behavior? Finally, charismatic megafauna may
look cuddly, but they're best appreciated from a distance.
Plus, in like Flynn, gradoo, champing, pronouncing the
word the, pilot episodes, and Bless your heart.
Choosing language that helps resolve interpersonal conflict.
Sometimes a question is really just a veiled form of
criticism. Understanding the difference between "ask
culture" and "guess culture" can help you know how to
respond. And what words should you use with a co-worker
who's continually apologizing for being late--but never
changes her behavior? Finally, charismatic megafauna may
look cuddly, but they're best appreciated from a distance.
Plus, in like Flynn, gradoo, champing, pronouncing the
word the, pilot episodes, and Bless your heart.
The names of professional sports teams often have
surprising histories -- like the baseball team name inspired
by, of all things, trolley-car accidents. Plus, some questions
to debate at your next barbecue: Is a hot dog a sandwich if
it's in a bun? And when exactly does dusk or dawn begin?
Dictionary editors wrestle with such questions all the time,
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3/7/2017

53:00

1446

3/14/2017

53:00

1448

3/26/2017

53:00

1448

and it turns out that writing a definition is a lot harder than
you think. Finally, a new word for your John Hancock:
When you use your finger to sign an iPad, what do you call
that electronic scribble? Plus, hang a Roscoe, Peck's Bad
Boy, coming down the pike, sozzling, stroppy,
grammagrams, and umbers
The names of professional sports teams often have
surprising histories -- like the baseball team name inspired
by, of all things, trolley-car accidents. Plus, some questions
to debate at your next barbecue: Is a hot dog a sandwich if
it's in a bun? And when exactly does dusk or dawn begin?
Dictionary editors wrestle with such questions all the time,
and it turns out that writing a definition is a lot harder than
you think. Finally, a new word for your John Hancock:
When you use your finger to sign an iPad, what do you call
that electronic scribble? Plus, hang a Roscoe, Peck's Bad
Boy, coming down the pike, sozzling, stroppy,
grammagrams, and umbers
Sensuous words and terms of endearment. Think of a
beautiful word. Now, is it simply the word's sound that
makes it beautiful? Or does its appeal also depend on
meaning? Also, pet names for lovers around the world: You
might call your beloved "honey," or "babe," or "boo." But in
Swedish, your loved one is a "sweet nose," and in Persian,
you can just say you hope a mouse eats them. Finally, in
certain parts of the U.S., going out to see a stripper may not
mean what you think it means. Plus, clutch, dank, girled up,
gorilla warfare, dead ringer, spitten image, butter beans vs.
lima beans, and the whole shebang.
Sensuous words and terms of endearment. Think of a
beautiful word. Now, is it simply the word's sound that
makes it beautiful? Or does its appeal also depend on
meaning? Also, pet names for lovers around the world: You
might call your beloved "honey," or "babe," or "boo." But in
Swedish, your loved one is a "sweet nose," and in Persian,
you can just say you hope a mouse eats them. Finally, in
certain parts of the U.S., going out to see a stripper may not
mean what you think it means. Plus, clutch, dank, girled up,
gorilla warfare, dead ringer, spitten image, butter beans vs.
lima beans, and the whole shebang.
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The Steve Pomeranz Show (formerly On the Money)
PRX Productions
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
Jan. 1, 2017– March 31, 2017

Contact: Melissa LaCasse at lacasse.melissa@gmail.com

DATE

TIME

SHOW #

1/16/2017

59:00

802

1/18/2017

59:00

802

1/23/2017

59:00

803

1/25/2017

59:00

803

1/30/2017

59:00

804

2/1/2017

59:00

804

2/2/2017

59:00

804

2/3/2017

59:00

804

2/6/2017

59:00

805
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TOPIC
What's YOUR Investor Profile?

With Eric Chemi, Senior Editor-at-Large, Data Journalism at
CNBC Investor profile data suggests that the contents of your
portfolio predict your age, net worth, location, and even your
political bent.
What's YOUR Investor Profile?
With Eric Chemi, Senior Editor-at-Large, Data Journalism at
CNBC Investor profile data suggests that the contents of your
portfolio predict your age, net worth, location, and even your
political bent.
Trumponomics 101: What A Trump Stock Market Looks Like So
Far
Hedge fund manager John Thomas shares insights about the stock
market in 2017, what a “Trump stock market” might look like, and
his investment strategies.
Trumponomics 101: What A Trump Stock Market Looks Like So
Far
Hedge fund manager John Thomas shares insights about the stock
market in 2017, what a “Trump stock market” might look like, and
his investment strategies.
One pillar of financial well-being is confidence in your ability to
absorb an unforeseen financial shock and be prepared for any
financial emergency.
One pillar of financial well-being is confidence in your ability to
absorb an unforeseen financial shock and be prepared for any
financial emergency.
One pillar of financial well-being is confidence in your ability to
absorb an unforeseen financial shock and be prepared for any
financial emergency.
One pillar of financial well-being is confidence in your ability to
absorb an unforeseen financial shock and be prepared for any
financial emergency.
Steve Forbes Unmasks Donald Trump's Tax Plan
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Steve Forbes talks turkey with us about Donald Trump's tax plan,
possible tax cuts, deregulation, healthcare, and his stock forecasts
for 2017.
Steve Forbes Unmasks Donald Trump's Tax Plan
2/8/2017

59:00

805

Steve Forbes talks turkey with us about Donald Trump's tax plan,
possible tax cuts, deregulation, healthcare, and his stock forecasts
for 2017.
Steve Forbes Unmasks Donald Trump's Tax Plan

2/9/2017

59:00

805

Steve Forbes talks turkey with us about Donald Trump's tax plan,
possible tax cuts, deregulation, healthcare, and his stock forecasts
for 2017.
Steve Forbes Unmasks Donald Trump's Tax Plan

2/10/2017

59:00

805

2/13/17

59:00

806

2/15/17

59:00

806

Steve Forbes talks turkey with us about Donald Trump's tax plan,
possible tax cuts, deregulation, healthcare, and his stock forecasts
for 2017.
Billionaires' Bad Bets: 2016 Hedge Fund Performance, Position
Your Portfolio Now For 2017 Investment Strategies, Will Rates
Rise Or Fall? The Bond Market 2017, Will The Luxury Housing
Market Continue To Stay Strong in 2017? A Look Back To The
2016 Stock Market And What We Learned
Billionaires' Bad Bets: 2016 Hedge Fund Performance, Position
Your Portfolio Now For 2017 Investment Strategies, Will Rates
Rise Or Fall? The Bond Market 2017, Will The Luxury Housing
Market Continue To Stay Strong in 2017? A Look Back To The
2016 Stock Market And What We Learned
ETF vs Mutual Fund: The Battle Of The Titans

2/19/2017

59:00

807

Steve discusses the ETF vs mutual fund competition and ETF
industry growth with Martin Small, head of BlackRock US iShares.
ETF vs Mutual Fund: The Battle Of The Titans

2/21/2017

59:00

807

2/22/2017

59:00

807
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With Martin Small, Managing Director, Head of U.S. iShares at
BlackRock

With Martin Small, Managing Director, Head of U.S. iShares at
BlackRock
Steve discusses the ETF vs mutual fund competition and ETF
industry growth with Martin Small, head of BlackRock US iShares.
ETF vs Mutual Fund: The Battle Of The Titans
With Martin Small, Managing Director, Head of U.S. iShares at

BlackRock
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Steve discusses the ETF vs mutual fund competition and ETF
industry growth with Martin Small, head of BlackRock US iShares.
ETF vs Mutual Fund: The Battle Of The Titans
2/23/2017

59:00

807

2/27/2017

59:00

808

3/3/2017

59:00

808

3/4/2017

59:00

Steve discusses the ETF vs mutual fund competition and ETF
industry growth with Martin Small, head of BlackRock US iShares.
Trump Effect On Stock Market: First Hype, Then Snipe, Now
Gripe?
With Sam Stovall, Chief Investment Strategist at CFRA Research
Sam Stovall joins Steve to talk about the Trump effect on stock
markets and what the recent gains and volatility mean for 2017.
Trump Effect On Stock Market: First Hype, Then Snipe, Now
Gripe?
With Sam Stovall, Chief Investment Strategist at CFRA Research
Sam Stovall joins Steve to talk about the Trump effect on stock
markets and what the recent gains and volatility mean for 2017.
Learn To Spot Financial Fraud And Broker Malpractice

809

With Robert Port, Partner with the Atlanta law firm of Gaslowitz
Frankel LLC
Robert Port, an expert in financial fraud, discusses the red flags
investors should look out for when considering new investments,
brokers, and advisors.
Learn To Spot Financial Fraud And Broker Malpractice

3/6/2017

59:00

809

3/8/2017

59:00

809
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With Martin Small, Managing Director, Head of U.S. iShares at
BlackRock

With Robert Port, Partner with the Atlanta law firm of Gaslowitz
Frankel LLC
Robert Port, an expert in financial fraud, discusses the red flags
investors should look out for when considering new investments,
brokers, and advisors.
Learn To Spot Financial Fraud And Broker Malpractice
With Robert Port, Partner with the Atlanta law firm of Gaslowitz
Frankel LLC
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Robert Port, an expert in financial fraud, discusses the red flags
investors should look out for when considering new investments,
brokers, and advisors.
Learn To Spot Financial Fraud And Broker Malpractice

3/9/2017

3/10/2017

3/13/2017

59:00

59:00

59:00

809

Robert Port, an expert in financial fraud, discusses the red flags
investors should look out for when considering new investments,
brokers, and advisors.
Learn To Spot Financial Fraud And Broker Malpractice

809

With Robert Port, Partner with the Atlanta law firm of Gaslowitz
Frankel LLC
Robert Port, an expert in financial fraud, discusses the red flags
investors should look out for when considering new investments,
brokers, and advisors.
The Modern Entrepreneur's Handbook

810

With Michael Palumbo, trader, entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and
author of Calculated Risk: The Modern Entrepreneur's Handbook
Expert Michael Palumbo explains what separates successful
companies from their competition and advises investors how to
decide which businesses to buy.
The Modern Entrepreneur's Handbook

3/22/2017

59:00

810

3/25/2017

59:00

812

3/27/2017

59:00

812
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With Robert Port, Partner with the Atlanta law firm of Gaslowitz
Frankel LLC

With Michael Palumbo, trader, entrepreneur, venture capitalist, and
author of Calculated Risk: The Modern Entrepreneur's Handbook
Expert Michael Palumbo explains what separates successful
companies from their competition and advises investors how to
decide which businesses to buy.
An Anniversary To Remember:The 2009 Bear Market Low
With Steve Pomeranz
The last bear market bottomed out in March 2009 after indexes lost
over 50% of their value. What are the takeaways?
An Anniversary To Remember:The 2009 Bear Market Low
With Steve Pomeranz
The last bear market bottomed out in March 2009 after indexes lost
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over 50% of their value. What are the takeaways?
An Anniversary To Remember:The 2009 Bear Market Low
3/28/2017

59:00

812

3/29/2017

59:00

812

3/30/2017

59:00

812
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With Steve Pomeranz
The last bear market bottomed out in March 2009 after indexes lost
over 50% of their value. What are the takeaways?
An Anniversary To Remember:The 2009 Bear Market Low
With Steve Pomeranz
The last bear market bottomed out in March 2009 after indexes lost
over 50% of their value. What are the takeaways?
An Anniversary To Remember:The 2009 Bear Market Low
With Steve Pomeranz
The last bear market bottomed out in March 2009 after indexes lost
over 50% of their value. What are the takeaways?
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Contact: astelzer@radioproject.org or 510-459-8558

DATE

TIME

SHOW #

1/1/2017

25:00

1646

1/8/2017

1652

1/8/2017

1652

1/15/2017

1652

1/15/2017

1652

1/22/2017

1702

TOPIC
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: We’ll take a look at this week’s election results
and how it impacts which party gets the majority in the
New York state senate, our political observer Alan
Chartock shares his thoughts on the elections’ impact on
the New York State Senate, and we’ll have two stories,
one from the winner’s side and one from the loser in the
highly watched 19th congressional district race.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: To Have A Special Session or Not Have a Special
Session, that is the question, our political observer Alan
Chartock will share his eriudite thoughts on that, and
we’ll look at the worldwide fight for 15 movement.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: To Have A Special Session or Not Have a Special
Session, that is the question, our political observer Alan
Chartock will share his eriudite thoughts on that, and
we’ll look at the worldwide fight for 15 movement.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: To Have A Special Session or Not Have a Special
Session, that is the question, our political observer Alan
Chartock will share his eriudite thoughts on that, and
we’ll look at the worldwide fight for 15 movement.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: To Have A Special Session or Not Have a Special
Session, that is the question, our political observer Alan
Chartock will share his eriudite thoughts on that, and
we’ll look at the worldwide fight for 15 movement.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: The Governor delivers his six regional state of
the state addresses, our political observer Alan Chartock
will share his thoughts on the Governor’s speeches and
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1/22/2017
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1702

1/29/2017

25:00

1703

2/5/2017

25:00

1704

2/12/17

25:00

1705

2/12/17

25:00

1705

national appeal, and there may be progress in a call to
overhaul the state’s juvenile justice system.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: The Governor delivers his six regional state of
the state addresses, our political observer Alan Chartock
will share his thoughts on the Governor’s speeches and
national appeal, and there may be progress in a call to
overhaul the state’s juvenile justice system.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: Governor Cuomo rolls out a 152 billion dollar
budget proposal, our political observer Alan Chartock
shares his thoughts on the governor’s proposal, and a
new report finds the regional greenhouse gas initiative
has had a positive impact on the health of residents in
the northeast.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: The Senate Republican leader says he’s not happy
with what he says is over $800 million dollars in new taxes
and fees in the Governor’s budget, our political observer
Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on the Governor’s plan,
and steps are being taken at state and local levels to stay
fears of roundups and mass deportations under the Trump
administration.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: Governor Cuomo tells a rally of Planned
Parenthood advocates he’s proposing a constitutional
amendment to put the protections of Roe v Wade into
the state’s constitution, our political observer Alan
Chartock shares his thoughts on the Governor’s remarks,
and leaders of religious and civil rights organizations
react to President Trump’s executive order barring
citizens from 7 muslim countries from entering the U.S.
and blocking refugees for 120 days.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: Governor Cuomo tells a rally of Planned
Parenthood advocates he’s proposing a constitutional
amendment to put the protections of Roe v Wade into
the state’s constitution, our political observer Alan
Chartock shares his thoughts on the Governor’s remarks,
and leaders of religious and civil rights organizations
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2/26/2017

25:00

1707

3/5/2017

25:00

1708

3/12/2017

25:00

1709

react to President Trump’s executive order barring
citizens from 7 muslim countries from entering the U.S.
and blocking refugees for 120 days.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: A group of upstate lawmakers are asking the
state to step in and fund refugee resettlement programs
caught up in President Trump’s travel ban, our political
observer Alan Chartock shares his thoughts on a change
in the power balance in the NYS Senate, and a state
Assemblywoman introduces legislation on carbon
farming she says is the first of its kind.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: The legislature has the week off, but an unusual
amount of protests and arrests are already part of this
years’ legislative session, our political observer Alan
Chartock shares his thoughts on New York U.S. Senator
Gillibrand saying Governor Cuomo would be a great
candidate to face President Trump in 2020, and New
York State ranks fourth in the nation for the number of
active hate groups.
The Legislative Gazette is a weekly program about New
York State Government and politics. On this week’s
Gazette: With just a month before the state budget is
due, numerous interest groups are converging on the
capitol, our political observer Alan Chartock shares his
thoughts on President Trump’s impact on the New York
Stock Exchange, and Congressman Maloney will
reintroduce legislation to require a federal study on
long-term health effects of PFOS and PFOA exposure.

Making Contact
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National Radio Project
1st QUARTERLY ISSUES REPORT
Jan. 1, 2017 – March 31, 2017

Contact: astelzer@radioproject.org or 510-459-8558

DATE

TIME

SHOW #

1/1/2017

29:00

45-16

1/15/2017

29:00

01-17

1/29/2017

29:00

03-17
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TOPIC
The Get On The Bus program coordinated by the Center for
Restorative Justice Works that offers support and free
transportation services to families affected by the criminal
justice system by bringing children and their
guardians/caregivers from throughout California to visit their
mothers and fathers in prison. These ride happen for several
weekends, from Mother’s Day to Father’s Day, hundreds of
families are reunited for the holidays.
When a mass shooting erupts in our town or city, two common
and reasonable responses are to re-examine gun laws and
mental health services. But if mass shootings were solely about
the shooter's mental health, why are they primarily committed
by men? In this episode of Making Contact we revisit the
tragedy in Isla Vista and one survivor who's using his
experience as a way to talk about toxic masculinity, mass
shootings, and interpersonal violence.
Featuring: Siavash Zoohori, former UCSB student; Kylie
Scarlet, former UCSB student Vice President; Vice President
of the United Stated, Joe Biden; Dr. Deborah Hoffman, Dept.
of Counseling, University of Maryland; Henry Yang,
Chancellor, UC Santa Barbara; Sheriff Bill Brown, Santa
Barbara County Sheriffs Department.
Mirrors of Privilege is a remarkable and engaging film that
explores stories from white men and women about their
journeys in overcoming issues of unconscious bias and
entitlement. From Shakti Butler, director of Cracking the
Codes: The System of Inequity and The Way Home: Women
Talk About Race in America, Mirrors of Privilege is a must-see
for all people who are interested in justice, spiritual growth and
community making. This film advances the argument that with
transformative learning, a dialogue for learning, changing,
healing, and undoing race-based oppression can begin. It
features the experiences and stories of White women and men
who are social justice advocates. They have worked to gain
insight into what it means, as White people, to challenge
notions of race, racism, culture and White identity development
in the United States. Their shared reflections speak to the
denial, defensiveness, guilt, fear and shame often related to
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these issues and show how these responses can be replaced
with solid commitments towards racial justice.

Film Participants include: Elizabeth Denevi, Jeb Middlebrook,
Mary Riordan, Rick Broniec, Marguerite Parks, Peggy
McIntosh, Janelle Peterson, Joe Fahey, Gillian Burlingham,
Jennifer Juhler, Gary Howard, Tim Wise, Andrea Rabinowitz,
Francie Kendall, Dianne Finnerty, Krista Alderson, Kim Irwin
; actors, Aisha Bilal, Judy Blumenfeld, Kumi Oya, Andrew
Weed ; dancer, Amara Tabor-Smith.
Is whitelash enough of an explainer for the rise of
President-elect Donald Trump?

2/5/17

29:00

04-17

2/26/2017

29:00

07-17

3/5/2017

29:00

08-17
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Is it rigorous enough to blame the people who didn’t show
up to vote for our impending collective struggle under this
administration?

On this edition, we hear from Dr. Keeanga-Yamahtta Taylor,
assistant professor in the Department of African American
Studies at Princeton University. Dr. Taylor most recently
wrote, “ From Black Lives Matter to Black Liberation .”
We’ll be sharing a talk with Dr. Taylor’s insights on Black
Liberation as framed through this most recent election.
11 million. That’s the estimated number of people living in
the U-S who are undocumented. During his first weeks in
office President Donald Trump signed orders to build a
border wall, ban travel from countries with largely Muslim
populations, and deny federal funds to sanctuary cities and
states. In this show we’ll look to previous administrations
to see how they treated people who were undocumented,
and how immigrant movements of the past responded.
Special thanks to the Beacon journalism crowdfunding
platform, and all the individuals who contributed to our
campaign for our Immigrants and Elections coverage.
This year is the 75th anniversary of we now call Japanese
Internment. And every year since 1942, Japanese
Americans have tried to get the rest of us to remember
what happened. To notice the scar that mass incarceration
left, not just on the Japanese community, but on all of us.
We found ourselves at similar crossroads in 2001 when the
Bush Administration used the chaos of 9/11 to push
through drastic changes, including the creation of a Muslim
registry called NSEERS, the National Security Entry Exit
Registration System. But, people fought it. And won. Today,
as President Trump moves to ban Muslims from entering
the U.S. and threatens to build another registry we are
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faced with similar choices. So, what can we learn from our
history? And how do we fight back?
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